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Motivation

Autoencoders - traditionally input = output = point cloud

But point clouds have sampling variations

as a result, a point-based AE forces (some) useless encoding.



Their solution

In broad strokes: decoder outputs a CONTINUOUS representation shared among 
different point cloud samplings of the same model.

Two strengths:

- Discards sampling  variations in the output of decoder
- Minimizing discrepancy between two implicit functions DOES NOT require 

computing correspondence (e.g. using chamfer distance). Faster.



Explicit AE

Example of distance function can be the chamfer distance, which gives a distance 
between two point-clouds.

Groundtruth implicit function obtained  as SDF, occupancy grid …etc. Choice of 
distance function is coupled with the type of implicit representation used.

Implicit AE



Loss Function

Random crops
To capture high-level semantic features, random crop 
part of the input point cloud, then reconstruct missing 
parts. They show resulting point cloud can perform 
better on downstream tasks



How do you obtain ground truth implicits?

Real data:

- Compute closest distance between 
query point and groundtruth points

- Use unsigned distance function

Synthetic data:

- Signed distance function obtained 
from underlying water-tight 
meshes.



Evaluation

- Focus on a pretrain-then-transfer setting
- Pretraining:

- ShapeNet: synthetic dataset -> access to water-tight meshes
- ScanNet: real indoor scenes -> grountruths are approximated

- Downstream tasks
- ShapeNet: Shape Classification
- ScanNet: Indoor 3D object Detection, 3D semantic segmentation



Shape Classification



Object Detection in 3D Scenes

Main takeaway: transferable! Unlike other methods for self-
supervision in the past in this task setting.





Pros

More robust to point cloud resolutions

No need to compute difference between 
two sets, saves on compute time.

Allows for better self-supervision for a 
range of downstream tasks.

Need groundtruth implicit from point 
cloud, which is an additional 
preprocessing step.

Additionally, sampling has to be done 
across the VOLUME, instead of the 
SURFACE.

Cons
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